In 1954 Dicke proposed that cooperative spontaneous emission could occur among a collection of dipoles through interaction with a common electromagnetic radiation field 1, .
These ErAs quantum dots contain several quasi-bound levels near the mid-gap of GaAs, allowing a significant bound-to-bound absorption around 1550 nm. This is proven by the attenuation coefficient at 1550 nm α1550~7.4x10 3 cm -1 derived from infrared transmission measurements. Photoconductive (PC) switch devices were fabricated by patterning a selfcomplementary square spiral on the top of the epilayer with standard image reversal processing ( Fig. 1 (c) ). The antenna has an active area at the center of 9 μm×9 μm, which is compatible with the spot size of a focused 1550-nm pump fiber mode-locked laser having 90 fs pulses and 100-MHz repetition frequency. A significant amount of THz power, ~117 μW average, was measured with a calibrated Golay cell detector at room temperature. The observed superradiance effect is consistent with theoretical investigations 6, 7 and experimental studies 3 that QDs in an ensemble -even an inhomogeneous one-can't be treated as isolated individuals when they are coupled to the same radiative field in a volume having dimension << . The interaction between the energy levels of the QDs and their spontaneous emission field can cause cooperation among the QDs, which makes the emission become superradiant. Our modeling treats the quantum dots as spherical wells with the wavefunctions having a hybrid character-the usual labeling by principal and angularmomentum quantum numbers as in any central potential, but also a band labeling from the crystalline (rocksalt) structure of the ErAs. In the typical ~2.0-nm dots in Fig. 1(b) , both effects are important as is excitonic binding, which is known to be much stronger in quantum dots than in bulk crystals, and can display a "giant oscillator strength" 8 that favors superradiant behavior.
The total number of QDs under the direct illumination of the pump pulses is estimated by N≈nQDW 2 L=1.62×10 8 ( Fig. 1 (a) ). The polarization is the summation over all available dipoles, and P=∑ ≈Np when the dipoles become aligned by the strong ultrafast laser field. The initial tipping angle of the Bloch vector P is approximated by 0≈1/√ =7.9×10 -5 . 5 Assuming the dipoles radiate coherently, we solved the sine-Gordon equation with this initial value and obtained the "ringing" electromagnetic radiation field plotted in Fig. 2(d) .
Only one other quantity was required for the solution, the superradiance time constant TR of ≈201 fs. And we estimated the individual quantum-dot spontaneous lifetime Tsp to be ≈10 ns.
The fact that, TR << Tsp is another characteristic of superradiant systems. 
